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October 23, 2012
DIABETICS PREDICT FUTURE 3 HOURS AHEAD WITH MANAGEBGL.COM
Melbourne, Australia - announcing ManageBGL.com, a new FREE service for people with Type 1
(Insulin-dependent, IDDM) diabetes. For the first time, Blood Glucose Levels (BGLs) are
predicted 2-3 hours ahead. ManageBGL.com delivers the benefits of an insulin pump - without
the inconvenience of a pump, and integrates data from multiple diabetes devices in real time
'in the cloud' – another first.
ManageBGL.com is a 'virtual insulin pump' on steroids – providing an iPhone near you with a
range of complex calculations previously restricted to the tiny display and 4-button interface of
insulin pumps. In the slick environment of a SmartPhone/PC, diabetics can now count their
Carbs with an integrated food database, use a Wizard for calculating the correct insulin dose
and/or correction dose, set variable rates and targets for different times of the day, as well as
keep track of prior insulin shots (Insulin on Board) to prevent accidental over-dosing.
Unlike a pump however, ManageBGL.com predicts low blood sugars (hypos) 2-3 hours ahead,
using no more fingersticks than normal. ManageBGL provides patient-specific, actionable
information about Highs and Lows and how to fix them. E.g "Take 3 jelly beans now, and then
have 17 grams carbohydrate because there is still 1.3 units insulin active."
ManageBGL.com's intelligent warnings and suggestions are also linked to online referencesperfect for newly-diagnosed diabetics, and also a valuable educational tool to promote bestpractice to existing diabetics, especially in remote areas.
ManageBGL.com provides real-time sharing of data, so that busy parents can monitor what
happens to their diabetic child at school, and advise accordingly rather than having to come in.
Data can also be shared between parents (especially important with split relationships),
between home and school, with doctors and educators, and more. Data from multiple diabetic
devices is integrated in the cloud, and is vendor-neutral.
ManageBGL.com's slick graphs show exactly how insulin and carbohydrates interact, making
life easier for new diabetics and old ones alike. Diabetic statistics like weight, ketones, A1Cs,
blood pressure, exercise and stress can be logged, and ManageBGL.com provides extensive
reports, as well as maintaining a central record of emergency contact information.
ManageBGL.com imports data from any meter, pump or management system, and exports
data back to any management system. A vendor-neutral API allows data from any diabetes
device manufacturer to access the system.
CONTACT
Contact: Simon Carter
Title: CEO
Company: ManageBGL, 5 Bond St, Mt Waverley, Victoria 3149, Australia
Website: http://www.ManageBGL.com
Tel: +61 3-9913-0595 (GMT+10 hours)
AVAILABILITY
This service is offered FREE of charge.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
ManageBGL.com is designed to run on Windows and Mac PCs, iPhone and any Smart Phone,
and has special layouts for iPhone.
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